Baby Stats Pillow with Premier+2  
Supply List

Instructor: Libby Van Treese  
Dates: 10am-4pm, Monday, March 30, 2020

Project description: Baby Stats Pillow. Design a pillow wrap with all the statistics for that special baby! Name, weight, height & date of birth all created in your software and then stitched out on a pillow wrap or create a smaller version for framing. Learn how to make a decorative pillow cover using our very own Pam Churches’ super simple technique to match any nursery décor! We will spend the morning designing our “Statistics” and the afternoon stitching it out. Bring your lunch!

Equipment needed:
- Laptop with software loaded and activated
- Sewing machine & embroidery unit
- Large hoop 200mm x 260 (8x10) or larger
- Embroidery foot & regular sewing foot

Fabric requirements:
For Pillow Wrap:
- 1/3 yard for front of wrap (this will be piece that gets embroidered)
- 1/3 yard for lining (back of wrap)
- 1/4 yard for contrasting trim

If you plan to do this to frame instead of as a pillow wrap you will need fabric that is approximately 12” x 12”

(Please see other side for additional supplies)
For Pillow:
13” x 20” pillow
3/4 yard fabric for pillow cover
1 1/2 yard Pellon SF101
Zipper - minimum length 18”

Embroidery Thread
Light, medium & Dark Pink or Blue (depending on if you are designing for girl or boy-3 shades)
Black - for outlining
White - stars on bunny
Light Beige - Skin tone for bunny
Bobbin embroidery thread

Regular Thread to assemble pillow & pillow wrap

Sewing supplies:
1. Rotary cutter, ruler and mat
2. Sewing machine with embroidery unit and accessories